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Abstract— An increasing diversity of available motion cap-
ture technologies allows for measurement of human kinematics
in various environments. However, little is known about the
differences in quality of measured kinematics by such tech-
nologies. Therefore, this work presents a comparison between
three motion capture approaches, based on inertial-magnetic
measurement units (processed with Xsens MVN Analyze) and
optical markers (processed using Plug-In Gait and OpenSim
Gait2392). It was chosen to evaluate the different motion cap-
ture approaches in running, as such kinematics are preferably
measured in the natural running environment and involve
challenging dynamics. An evaluation was done using data of
8 subjects running on a treadmill at three different speeds,
namely 10, 12 and 14 km/h. The sagittal plane results show
excellent correlation (ρ > 0.96) and RMSDs are smaller than
5 degrees for 6 out of the 8 subjects. However, results in the
frontal and transversal planes were less correlated between the
different motion capture approaches. This shows that sagittal
kinematics can be measured consistently using any of the three
analyzed motion capture approaches, but ambiguities exist in
the analysis of frontal and transversal planes.

I. INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of technologies is currently available

for capturing three-dimensional full-body human motion,

of which the most established ones are based on video or

inertial sensors. Optical systems rely on the idea of tracking

retroflective markers, placed on pre-defined locations of the

different body segments, using infrared cameras [1], [2].

Inertial systems, on the other hand, track the orientation of

inertial-magnetic sensors by sensor fusion of the accelerom-

eter, gyroscope and magnetometer output, which can be

translated to body segment quantities by using a calibration

pose and pre-defined sensor placement on the various body

segments [3], [4]. Traditional motion capture was done in

a lab via accurate optical systems, while inertial systems

were designed to allow for ambulatory measurements, i.e.

not restricted to a laboratory setting.

Besides this apparent difference in applicability, an im-

portant determinant in the choice for either motion capture

technology is the measurement accuracy of parameters of

interest. Both inertial-magnetic and optical motion capture
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accuracy can be influenced by different external factors, e.g.

soft-tissue artifacts (STAs) [5], occlusions [6], sensor/marker

placement [7], [8], calibration pose accuracy [8], [9] and/or

magnetic disturbances [3], [10]. Most of those potential

sources of errors can be solved by proper measurement

preparation, e.g. camera distribution, marker/sensor place-

ment and clear subject instructions. However, due to differ-

ences in sensor/marker placement between protocols and/or

technologies, the impact of STAs on the measured kinematics

varies [11]. In case of occlusions gap filling can be applied

[6], and magnetic disturbances can be mitigated by using

advanced sensor fusion techniques [12], [13]. Even though

position estimates of retroflective markers are highly accurate

(due to cameras with high resolution) [14], estimates of rele-

vant quantities at the body level (e.g., body kinematics) might

show a degraded accuracy depending on the considered body

modeling assumptions [15] (e.g., Plug-In Gait [16], [17],

OpenSim [18] or AnyBody [19]).

Performance comparisons, in terms of kinematics, among

different motion capture technologies have been reported

in several comparison studies. For example, Stief et. al

showed that sagittal plane joint angles in gait measured

with Plug-In Gait are more accurate than joint angles in

other planes compared to their proposed lower-body marker

protocol [20]. An inter-laboratory study showed that sagittal

kinematics were consistent between labs and protocols [8].

Comparable results were reported in a comparison between

different marker protocols, where out-of-sagittal planes joint

angles were shown to have lower correlation for the different

marker protocols [21]. Ferrari et al. compared two IMMU

with optical protocols and concluded that their protocol

can potentially be used for clinical gait assessment [22].

Simarly, a comparison between Plug-In Gait and OpenSim

showed that an offset was typically observed between both

approaches for walking trials [15]. A musculoskeletal model

driven by either IMMU or optical motion capture walking

data, showed larger correlations for the sagittal kinematics

compared to the frontal and transversal kinematics [23]. Dinu

et al. compared centre of mass position estimates during

stance and jumps based on IMMU and optical motion capture

data, and reported that both estimates are similar and could

be used interchangeably [24].

However, to the best of our knowledge, no comparison be-

tween different motion capture approaches to assess running

kinematics has been performed. Therefore, the aim of this

work is to analyze differences in measurement accuracy of

different motion capture approaches, namely IMMU, Plug-
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In Gait and OpenSim. Running on a treadmill was chosen

as an evaluation scenario due to constraints that a laboratory

setting poses on measuring kinematics of runners in their

natural running environment [25] (e.g., on the track, road or

in the woods) and the more challenging dynamics involved,

compared to gait. Even though IMMUs allow for real world

measurements, the analysis was performed on a treadmill

in a gait lab to allow for simultaneous measurements with

optical and inertial-magnetic motion capture.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In Section II-A the data collection protocol is introduced.

The measurement setup with the different motion capture

systems is described in Section II-B. The data processing, in-

cluding the different motion capture approaches is explained

in Section II-C. And the evaluation measures are described

in Section II-D.

A. Data collection

Experimental data was collected in the gait laboratory

of Roessingh Research and Development (Enschede, the

Netherlands), with approval from the ethics committee of the

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Com-

puter Science at the University of Twente. Eight healthy

subjects volunteered for the study (8 males; age: 25.1 ±
5.2 years; height: 183.7 ± 4.5 cm; weight: 77.7 ± 9.4 kg;

body mass index: 23.0 ± 2.5 kg/m2). The runners were

recruited from a local track & field club and had no recent

(self-reported) history of injuries. After a warm-up session of

approximately three minutes at self-selected running speeds,

subjects were asked to run for three minutes at three different

speeds (namely 10, 12 and 14 km/h, in this order) on an

instrumented treadmill.

B. Measurement setup

Subjects were equipped with both inertial-magnetic and

optical motion capture technologies and they were running

on an instrumented treadmill (S-Mill, ForceLink, Culemborg,

the Netherlands), with a running area of 250 x 100 cm. Xsens

MVN Link (Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands) was used to

capture full-body movements at 240 Hz using 17 inertial-

magnetic sensors, which were placed in a full-body Lycra

suit (as shown in Fig. 1). The suit was adapted in such a

way to accommodate placement of 41 retroflective markers

on the subject’s skin. The position of these markers, placed

according to the Plug-in Gait protocol1 (Nexus 1.8.5, Vicon,

Oxford, UK), was recorded at 100 Hz by six high-speed

infrared cameras (MX-13, Vicon, Oxford, UK).

C. Data processing

Only periods of steady state running at a constant speed

were included in the analysis. Optical motion capture data

(recorded with Vicon) was processed using both Plug-In

Gait (a direct kinematics method) [16], [17] and OpenSim

(Gait2392, an inverse kinematics method) [18], which for

1To allow for OpenSim processing, one additional marker was placed
on all lower-body segments.

Fig. 1. Placement of the 41 retroflective markers (according to the Plug-In
Gait protocol)1 can be seen for a representative subject. The markers were
placed directly on the subject’s skin. IMMU sensors were placed inside a
Lycra suit, such that these remain in a fixed position with respect to the
body. To accomodate the retroflective markers, holes were cut in this suit.
This allowed for simultaneous measurement of kinematics using optical and
IMMU motion capture technologies.

simplicity will be referred to as PiG and OS, respectively.

IMMU sensor data was processed using MVN Analyze

(Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands), referred to as MVN.

These motion capture approaches have been used for analysis

of running kinematics in other studies [25], [26], [27],

[28], [29], [30]. Kinematic data was assessed in the joint

frame, and all approaches use Euler angles in the order

of flexion/extension (F/E), ab-/adduction (A/A) and inter-

nal/external rotation (I/E). For both OS and PiG a static trial

was recorded, where the subject performed a neutral pose

(standing upright with arms straight next to his/her side) for

approximately 5 seconds. The MVN calibration required the

same neutral pose, followed by a short walk [13].

Even though full-body kinematics were measured, the

analysis was limited to the lower-body outcomes since these

are most important in evaluating running kinematics. OS

assumes a limited number of degrees of freedom in the

knee and ankle joints (modeled as hinges, i.e. only F/E

movement is allowed), the knee model of OS was adapted

to also allow for A/A and I/E, similar to [13], [31]. In this

manner the rotational axes of the adapted OS knee joints

aligned with both the PiG and MVN knee joint axes. The

transversal and frontal ankle degrees of freedom are modeled

in the subtalar joint for OS, and are therefore not modified

as these do not align with the ankle joint axes for the PiG

and MVN outcomes. All three rotational degrees of freedom

are allowed for the lower-body joints for the PiG and MVN

models.

For a fair comparison, all data was resampled at 120

Hz using linear interpolation (upsampling) for the optical

data and decimation (downsampling) for the IMMU data.

MATLAB R2017a (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was

used for processing all data.
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D. Evaluation measures

Pearson’s correlation coefficients (ρ) and Root Mean

Squared Differences (RMSD) were used to characterize dif-

ferences in the measured lower-body kinematics of PiG, OS

and MVN. This analysis was performed for joint angles in

all three planes: sagittal (F/E), frontal (A/A) and transversal

(I/E). Segmentation of the kinematic data was required to

allow for analysis of individual strides. This segmentation

was done by identifying heel strike events using force output

of the instrumented treadmill. Mean correlation over all

strides was calculated using a Fisher transformation [32].

Possible offsets between the motion capture approaches

were evaluated, in which the offset was defined as the

mean difference between both outcomes. Furthermore, two

relevant discrete outcome measures for running analysis were

compared for the different approaches, namely maximum

knee F/E angle during stance and the ankle F/E angle at

heelstrike [25], [33].

III. RESULTS

Results of the comparison between the three different

motion capture approaches are shown in Table I, which is

divided according to the planes of movement, namely F/E

(top), A/A (middle) and I/E (bottom). This table displays

the mean correlation coefficient, RMSD (mean and standard

deviation over the different strides) and (possible) offset of

the measured running kinematics at 12 km/h. Similar results

were obtained for other speeds, but are not shown here due

to space limitations. Fig. 2 shows the mean (and standard

deviation) joint angle profiles of two representative subjects

when running at 12 and 14 km/h (shown in Fig. 2A and 2B,

respectively).

An excellent correlation (ρ > 0.96) between the different

approaches was found for all the measured sagittal plane

lower-body joint angles (Table I, F/E of the hip, knee and

ankle). This can also be seen in Fig. 2, where the largest

difference is found in the hip F/E angles.

Fig. 2 shows MVN, PiG and OS give inconsistent joint

angle profiles in the frontal (Table I, A/A of the hip, knee and

ankle) and the transversal (Table I, I/E of the hip, knee and

ankle) planes. The hip A/A angles show largest correlations

compared to other joints/planes, where the RMSDs were

not larger than 8 degrees between the different approaches.

For other joints RMSDs up to 30 degrees were observed,

which in some cases (e.g. ankle A/A and I/E) can be largely

contributed to an offset between the different approaches.

Boxplots of the measured maximum knee F/E angle during

stance and the ankle F/E angle at heelstrike (Fig. 3) show

differences of up to 10 degrees between the mean outcomes

of the different approaches. Fig. 3A shows that relative

differences in the maximum knee F/E angle between different

approaches are consistent over the various subjects, as in all

cases OS shows the largest and MVN the smallest outcomes.

Similarly, Fig. 3B shows largest mean ankle F/E angles at

heelstrike for PiG and smallest for OS in the majority of the

subjects.

TABLE I

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS (EVALUATED AT 12 KM/H, FOR ALL THREE

ROTATIONAL AXES: F/E, A/A AND I/E) ARE COMPARED BETWEEN THE

DIFFERENT MOTION CAPTURE APPROACHES: MVN, PIG AND OS USING

ρ, RMSD (σ) AND OFFSET. NOTE THAT ANKLE A/A AND I/E ARE

MISSING FOR OS SINCE THESE ARE NOT ASSESSED IN THE MODEL.

Kinematics 1 MVN PiG OS
Kinematics 2 PiG OS MVN

Flexion/extension angles
Subjects ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset

H
ip

S01 0.994 8.86 (0.76) -8.44 0.991 2.64 (0.39) -0.82 0.986 9.84 (0.80) 9.26

S02 0.995 11.97 (0.78) -11.47 0.989 4.13 (0.35) -2.64 0.994 14.52 (0.45) 14.11

S03 0.993 4.02 (0.80) -1.02 0.989 4.83 (1.06) -3.91 0.992 5.60 (1.11) 4.93

S04 0.990 8.81 (0.55) -8.41 0.990 7.24 (1.04) -6.76 0.992 15.38 (1.02) 15.16

S05 0.986 8.91 (1.67) -8.24 0.992 5.87 (0.61) -5.31 0.985 13.99 (0.96) 13.55

S06 0.992 7.11 (1.02) -6.75 0.991 6.66 (0.63) -6.20 0.995 13.16 (0.66) 12.95

S07 0.996 12.05 (0.93) -11.82 0.990 6.91 (0.69) -6.26 0.988 18.35 (0.37) 18.08

S08 0.990 15.30 (1.06) -15.06 0.990 2.97 (0.68) -1.70 0.984 17.03 (0.49) 16.76

Subjects ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset

K
ne

e

S01 0.992 7.85 (1.31) 6.83 0.988 7.21 (3.93) -5.61 0.985 6.29 (0.63) -1.22

S02 0.992 7.57 (2.82) 5.56 0.986 7.41 (3.98) -5.49 0.988 6.86 (0.79) -0.07

S03 0.986 9.93 (3.76) 7.65 0.985 7.09 (4.27) -5.48 0.984 7.15 (1.07) -2.18

S04 0.983 9.59 (1.68) 6.84 0.988 10.78 (5.10) -10.18 0.985 6.81 (1.58) 3.34

S05 0.981 10.18 (3.04) 7.31 0.982 8.70 (5.50) -7.90 0.979 7.99 (1.33) 0.58

S06 0.990 8.71 (1.71) 7.00 0.976 9.65 (9.51) -7.33 0.964 8.56 (8.74) 0.33

S07 0.992 6.65 (1.77) 4.20 0.985 7.48 (5.47) -4.31 0.987 6.39 (4.30) 0.12

S08 0.982 8.84 (2.50) 5.87 0.988 8.26 (4.34) -7.42 0.980 7.28 (1.85) 1.55

Subjects ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset

A
nk

le

S01 0.984 3.85 (1.10) -2.49 0.961 3.99 (0.92) 1.15 0.971 4.50 (1.32) 1.35

S02 0.975 4.00 (0.73) -0.85 0.967 6.01 (0.25) 4.62 0.978 5.28 (0.64) -3.77

S03 0.966 4.54 (1.55) -2.96 0.974 6.31 (2.61) 5.24 0.986 3.41 (1.19) -2.28

S04 0.981 6.87 (1.32) -5.88 0.968 4.75 (1.04) 2.38 0.986 4.39 (0.58) 3.50

S05 0.984 4.68 (1.22) -3.74 0.960 4.98 (0.16) 3.13 0.983 3.21 (0.83) 0.61

S06 0.975 6.24 (1.45) -5.42 0.968 6.49 (0.43) 5.57 0.976 3.03 (0.50) -0.16

S07 0.988 8.06 (1.52) -7.58 0.969 6.79 (0.62) 5.65 0.983 3.65 (1.20) 1.93

S08 0.984 3.86 (1.06) -2.62 0.970 4.55 (0.18) 3.14 0.989 2.80 (0.33) -0.52

Ab-/adduction angles
Subjects ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset

H
ip

S01 0.823 4.25 (0.96) 0.10 0.761 8.38 (4.32) -3.50 0.904 2.98 (0.29) 1.92

S02 0.757 5.44 (3.35) -2.04 0.483 5.70 (1.23) -1.04 0.633 6.74 (0.43) -0.05

S03 0.683 2.76 (0.89) -0.63 0.587 3.98 (1.05) -0.63 0.467 3.36 (0.31) 0.92

S04 0.672 4.72 (0.44) 0.60 0.689 7.32 (1.06) 4.13 0.747 3.79 (0.65) 2.58

S05 0.391 6.06 (0.87) 0.52 0.868 5.24 (2.84) 0.13 0.568 3.84 (0.28) 1.52

S06 0.772 4.04 (1.15) -2.95 0.814 5.98 (2.05) -2.05 0.935 3.79 (2.04) 3.22

S07 0.666 5.10 (0.28) 0.28 0.743 5.80 (2.45) -2.45 0.837 4.32 (0.87) 3.66

S08 0.299 4.84 (1.13) 1.13 0.640 5.18 (1.80) -1.80 0.765 3.27 (0.29) 1.78

Subjects ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset

K
ne

e

S01 0.637 4.77 (1.31) 2.76 0.341 10.77 (3.26) -6.51 0.072 10.33 (3.92) 4.15

S02 0.876 4.11 (2.82) -2.32 0.511 12.93 (5.52) -2.84 0.392 10.40 (4.37) 0.08

S03 0.708 16.44 (3.76) -8.83 0.484 17.91 (0.94) 0.03 0.351 13.01 (1.61) 0.79

S04 0.372 8.89 (1.68) -6.66 0.542 12.81 (6.20) -8.70 0.312 12.90 (0.63) -10.09

S05 0.695 6.56 (3.04) 2.90 0.546 10.84 (4.72) -5.78 0.398 12.46 (1.80) 8.69

S06 0.244 8.29 (1.75) -3.14 0.503 16.90 (5.57) -13.55 0.228 11.43 (2.44) 0.16

S07 0.532 11.67 (1.77) -7.85 0.637 12.16 (6.64) 0.31 0.500 11.18 (3.64) 4.89

S08 0.347 8.03 (2.50) -3.66 0.150 10.65 (1.10) -1.00 0.340 11.32 (0.78) 8.06

Subjects ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset

A
nk

le

S01 0.716 9.75 (1.28) 6.50

S02 0.518 29.21 (6.65) 28.04

S03 0.591 30.47 (11.04) 29.81

S04 0.585 12.54 (4.97) 5.13

S05 0.649 11.39 (2.30) 1.71

S06 0.467 11.98 (0.64) -2.38

S07 0.690 16.56 (4.50) 12.27

S08 0.595 14.55 (6.20) 12.82

Internal/external rotation angles
Subjects ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset

H
ip

S01 0.287 8.25 (0.67) -3.13 0.248 13.87 (2.70) -5.96 0.213 12.83 (3.72) 0.46

S02 0.119 12.39 (6.54) 10.05 0.349 14.80 (2.49) 3.99 0.166 16.78 (2.09) -6.07

S03 0.134 15.16 (8.21) -9.46 0.483 20.77 (6.31) 12.59 0.102 13.28 (3.73) -3.13

S04 0.236 19.24 (9.73) 13.31 0.722 19.61 (7.08) 8.56 0.139 13.26 (3.34) -1.23

S05 0.442 11.47 (1.30) -0.90 0.566 14.70 (3.69) -2.48 0.535 14.19 (2.41) 3.37

S06 0.555 23.76 (4.84) -22.96 0.197 29.89 (5.42) -26.31 0.427 14.45 (4.74) 3.37

S07 0.042 33.36 (3.67) 3.66 0.366 39.71 (0.66) 0.43 0.177 16.98 (0.91) 8.03

S08 0.369 12.59 (6.90) -9.91 0.177 14.78 (1.54) 7.36 0.456 12.88 (1.97) 6.86

Subjects ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset

K
ne

e

S01 0.142 4.77 (1.18) -3.49 0.522 13.38 (3.26) 9.37 0.167 14.17 (3.92) 3.09

S02 0.392 4.11 (0.95) -2.65 0.572 22.22 (5.52) 18.51 0.091 17.41 (4.37) 1.78

S03 0.237 16.44 (9.48) -15.58 0.327 22.31 (0.94) 17.05 0.372 13.51 (1.61) -1.48

S04 0.312 8.89 (1.01) -10.40 0.514 19.37 (6.20) 7.78 0.460 16.93 (0.63) 2.62

S05 0.412 6.56 (3.96) 0.40 0.546 23.07 (4.72) 1.89 0.550 16.99 (1.80) -2.29

S06 0.676 8.29 (3.26) -16.43 0.630 19.73 (5.57) 15.87 0.352 16.62 (2.44) 0.56

S07 0.220 11.68 (5.85) 7.29 0.697 29.30 (6.64) 26.60 0.365 17.37 (3.64) -4.38

S08 0.446 8.03 (4.52) 2.15 0.490 17.29 (1.10) 13.40 0.441 12.27 (0.78) -1.77

Subjects ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset ρ RMSD (σ) Offset

A
nk

le

S01 0.085 10.94 (0.50) -9.59

S02 0.419 9.17 (1.89) -8.44

S03 0.143 13.45 (8.85) -9.11

S04 0.396 9.07 (2.30) 7.73

S05 0.154 9.56 (5.26) -6.79

S06 0.555 4.11 (0.62) -0.75

S07 0.310 7.24 (0.70) 0.17

S08 0.426 5.63 (0.96) -4.63

IV. DISCUSSION

The results show excellent correlations (ρ > 0.96) for the

sagittal plane joint angles (Table I, top part), while the frontal

and transversal planes show larger differences between the
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different motion capture approaches, also when based on the

same technology (optical motion capture, processed with PiG

and OS). This is a relevant outcome as for both the knee and

ankle joints the main axes of movement is F/E during run-

ning; however, other axes are also considered important for

assessment of running kinematics [34]. Soft-tissue artifacts

(STAs) can be a source of observed differences between the

different technologies (optical and inertial-magnetic motion

capture), but not for the differences in kinematics obtained by

processing with PiG or OS [11]. It has been shown that STA

have the smallest impact in the sagittal plane [35]; however,

such STA effects can be further reduced by combining

video with IMMU information [36]. Another factor mostly

impacting non-sagittal planes is the potential misalignment

of actual joint axes with the ones in the biomechanical model

[37]. This misalignment then results in interference between

the different axes of rotation. A dynamic calibration can

minimize such misalignment effect, as was performed for

the IMMU processing [13].

Table I reports offsets for most of the joints; however,

it should be noted that when correlations are weak, RMSD

between the approaches cannot be solely attributed to the

calculated offsets. On the other hand, the hip F/E offset

can be mostly contributed to an offset between different

approaches (MVN, PiG and OS) as it is of similar size as

the RMSD and correlations are excellent (ρ > 0.98). MVN

shows the largest offset compared to both PiG and OS, since

this offset is observed consistently for all measured subjects,

it is likely caused by the calibration procedure [8], [9]. Pelvic

tilt can differ between subjects in the calibration pose while

identical assumptions about that pose are still applied to each

subject. A knee F/E angle offset of 4.8 degrees was reported

by Lathrop et al. between OS and PiG, and similar results

(6.7 degrees on average) were found in this work as shown

in Table I [15].

Observed differences in ankle F/E angles at heelstrike

(Fig. 3B) could result in inconsistent categorization of run-

ner’s phenotypes based on their landing pattern [33]. More

generally, this may translate to interpretation of general

gait classifications, such as disease severity [38]. Due to

differences of up to 10 degrees for both discrete outcomes

it is difficult to compare such outcomes fairly between the

different approaches. However, the observed offsets (Table I)

in sagittal knee and ankle joints could have contributed

to these differences in maximum knee F/E during stance

and ankle F/E angle at heelstrike. Furthermore, due to the

consistency of relative differences over the various measured

subjects, such differences between approaches can poten-

tially be compensated for.

Even though differences in the frontal and transversal

planes are larger than in the sagittal plane, observed (in

Fig. 2) joint angle profiles in those planes were similar over

the various subjects and speeds within each motion capture

approach. To assess consistency of the frontal and transversal

planes more work should be done to also take into account

marker placement variability. Therefore, comparing motion

capture data from various approaches in non-sagittal planes

can result in inconsistent interpretations and conclusions

about the measured kinematics.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work a comparison between three different mo-

tion capture protocols was presented for the analysis of

running kinematics, namely based on IMMUs (MVN) and

optical markers (PiG and OS). Joint angles in the sagittal

plane were measured with the largest similarity in terms of

high correlation coefficients between all three approaches.

However, differences between the approaches existed and

were larger in the frontal and transversal planes than for

the sagittal plane, which could lead to inconsistent in-

terpretations. Unlike general opinion which labels optical

systems as the golden standard for motion capture, this work

shows that clear disagreement between optical kinematic

data processed with PiG and OS is present in the frontal

and transversal planes, while consistent temporal behavior

patterns were found in the sagittal plane. Therefore, the

choice of one motion capture approach over the other ones

will impact results and may impact interpretation of the

measured phenomena. And hence given the importance of

measuring running in a natural environment, using an IMMU

system can be an equally reasonable alternative to optical

motion capture systems for sagittal analyses.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between running kinematics of two representative subjects (A shows subject 2 at 12 km/h and B shows subject 3 at 14 km/h)
obtained from three motion capture approaches: MVN (orange), PiG (blue) and OS (green). Angles are displayed as a mean (and standard deviation band)
normalized to the stride cycle. The left column shows flexion/extension (F/E), in the middle ab-/adduction (A/A) and the right column internal/external
(I/E) rotation for the hip, knee and ankle joints. These results are obtained from approximately 400 strides. Corresponding correlations, RMSD (standard
deviation) and offset can be found in Table I.
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